COM 114 Test Out EXAM AUTHORIZATION FORM
ONLY AN ACADEMIC ADVISOR SHOULD COMPLETE THIS FORM. (Please type or print legibly.)

PUID ____________________ Last Name ____________________ First Name ____________________ MI ______ Email ____________________

- Present this form when you arrive to test. The form you bring for your test must have been filled out and signed by your academic advisor within the current academic year. No outdated forms will be accepted.

- Students will need this form, photo ID, and a pencil.

- Questions related to the test out process may be emailed to testout@purdue.edu.

To be eligible to take the Com 114 test out, a student:
- Must be officially enrolled at Purdue University
- Has not previously attempted a test out for Com 114.
- Is a newly admitted student for currently enrolled student who has not received a grade or directed grade in the course, other than a W.
- Is not currently enrolled in COM 114 during the semester that the test out is attempted.
- Must have a Form 231 (this form) from his/her academic advisor to submit at the time of the Written Exam.
- Provides his/her Purdue University Student ID at the time of the Written and Oral Exams.

STUDENT STATUS (check one)

☐ Beginning or Transfer (newly admitted, but not currently enrolled and has never attended Purdue University) ☐ All others (including currently enrolled, re-entry and regional campus transfer)

EXAM TO BE TAKEN: COM 114

STUDENT SIGNATURE ____________________________ Date ______________

I certify that this student has not received a grade, or directed grade, other than a W in the course listed above.

Advisor (Print Name) ____________________________ (Signature) ____________________________ Department ____________________________ Phone # ____________________________

Email ____________________________ Date ____________________________
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